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Valero awarded another Honorary Doctorate
The University of Cantabria granted an Honorary Doctorate to Mateo Valero for his “extraordinary contributions to
the field of engineering and architecture computer”.
More information on page 4

Positive results in the 1st rounds of H2020 funding
BSC has had 18 research and innovation projects accepted
for under the Horizon 2020 programme, with a combined funding of more than 8 million Euros.

BSC was created
on April 1 2005,
catapulting
Spain into
the elite of international supercomputing,
the result of an already long existing
collaboration between the UPC, the
Spanish Government and the Generalitat.
More information on page 2

More information on page 4

BSC and Intel extend research collaboration

Events and Training

The Exascale R&D lab focuses on software and
extraordinary levels of parallelism which will be needed
to use future Intel-architecture based supercomputers.
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PATC Systems Workshop:
Programming MareNostrum III
16 April 2015, Barcelona

Apr

Turbulence understanding and
prediction in confined magnetic
plasmas
24 April 2015, Barcelona

May

2nd International BSC Doctoral
Symposium 2015
5 May 2015, Barcelona

More information on page 5

The ‘Pear Campaigns’ app wins the
InnovaChallenge MX
A group of five young researchers from the BSC and
the UPC have won first prize in the InnovaChallenge for
companies, organised by BBVA.
More information on page 5

Agreement with Ascamm for the development of
new materials
BSC and Ascamm will work together to use supercomputing
in the industrial research and development of new materials,
manufacturing processes and products.
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Inside BSC
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Spotlight on...
David Carrera awarded an ERC Starting Grant
“Receiving a Starting Grant from the ERC gives me great satisfaction and motivation, since it is the strong recognition of a
research line already initiated over the last few years, during my
post-doctoral research phase. HiEST is a unique opportunity
in my research career that will allow me to build my own vision
of how to optimise the operation of the programmable Data
Centres of the future”
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• Did you know… where the health and
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Directors’ View
BSC was created on April 1 2005,
catapulting Spain into the elite of
international supercomputing, the result
of an already long existing collaboration
between the UPC, the Spanish Government
and the Generalitat. This had begun with
the creation of CEPBA in, European Center
of Parallelism of Barcelona, in 1991, and
continued with the CEPBA-IBM Research
Institute founded in 2000.
In our ten years of existence BSC has
achieved much more than could reasonably
been expected back then. We have enabled
more than 3,000 scientific projects to be run on the MareNostrum; we have driven the design of cutting-edge
hardware and software technologies; we have helped to create the Spanish Supercomputing Network (RES) and
the pan-European distributed supercomputing infrastructure, PRACE; we have won funding for more than 90 EU
projects; we have created long-term joint research centres with some of the best IT companies in the world (IBM,
Microsoft, Intel and NVIDIA); we have helped Repsol to become a global leader in its industry; we have worked with
Iberdrola to create greener energy; we have achieved the Severo Ochoa recognition; we have helped to create the
ETP and the Public Private Partnership for HPC; we have published hundreds of papers; we have supervised 140
PhD thesis; we have closely collaborated internationally especially with Latin America and particularly through the
creation of RISC, the Ibero-American Supercomputing Network; and we have grown to become an internationally
respected centre with more than 420 people.
During the past ten years almost 300 people have passed through the BSC and have used the centre as a springboard
from which to launch themselves into other excellent organisations. With the launch of the BSC Folks platform, we
want to make sure that we keep in touch with these people and continue the mutually beneficial relationship with
them. In the past five years, during a time of grave economic crisis, BSC has created 150 jobs and our ambition is
to further strengthen our role as a generator of wealth and wellbeing.
We realise that our achievements have only been possible though the bright ideas, rigour, hard work and dedication of
a huge number of people. We also realise that not everything is perfect, and that as directors, we need to continuously
improve. We can do that using input from different sources including the “comité de empresa”, the scientific advisory
board, and through contact and conversation with all of you, and we believe that the implementation of the HRS4R
action plan will be an important step in this direction.
The 10th anniversary event on April 1 will be an opportunity to celebrate our achievements, and to look forward to the
challenge of continuing to position BSC as an essential facilitator and practitioner of excellent data intensive science
and innovation. Above all, it will be a chance to get together and to enjoy ourselves.
The quote “the future is not what it used to be” now seems truer than ever, and the pace of technological and social
change is often so fast that we feel overwhelmed. BSC’s task over the next ten years will be to provide science and
society with the necessary tools to cope with this uncertain future. Judging from the results of the past ten years,
we have every confidence that we will continue to be an example of how collaboration between scientists, public
institutions and companies can produce both excellent science and a positive economic impact.
Mateo Valero, BSC Director and Francesc Subirada, BSC Associate Director
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Calendar of Events and Training
Apr

PATC Systems Workshop: Programming MareNostrum III
16 April 2015, Barcelona

Apr

Turbulence understanding and prediction in confined
magnetic plasmas
24 April 2015, Barcelona

Jun

1

ICCS 2015 BSC led Workshops
1 June 2015, Iceland

May

5

2nd International BSC Doctoral Symposium 2015
5 May 2015, Barcelona

Jun

1

PATC Course: Introduction to CUDA Programming
1 June 2015, Barcelona

11

May

PATC Course: Performance Analysis and Tools
11 May 2015, Barcelona

Jun

Severo Ochoa Visitor
11 June 2015, Barcelona

May

PATC Course: Heterogeneous Programming on GPUs with
MPI + OmpSs
13 May 2015, Barcelona

Jun

Principal Component Analysis for Establishing
Characteristic Behaviour
16 June 2015, Barcelona

May

15

PATC Course: Programming ARM based prototypes
15 May 2015, Barcelona

Jun

19

Yale Patt SORS 2015 lecture
19 June 2015, Barcelona

May

PRACEDays15 Satellite event: Enabling Exascale in
Europe for Industry
26 May 2015, Dublin

Jun

29

JLESC Workshop
29 June 2015, Barcelona

Jun

SPU’2015 - Solving Problems with Uncertainties
1 June 2015, Iceland

Jul

2

JLESC Summer School
2 July 2015, Barcelona

Jun

MATH-EX - Mathematical Methods and Algorithms for
Extreme Scale
1 June 2015, Iceland

Jun

Summer of HPC
29 June 2015, Barcelona

Jun

BRIDGE’15-Bridging the Talent Gap with Computational
Science Methods
1 June 2015, Iceland

Jul

ISC 2015
12 July 2015, Frankfurt

16
24

13

26
1
1

1

11
16

29
12

Stay up to date with our events calendar
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News
The University of Cantabria grants Doctor Honoris Causa to Mateo Valero
On March 19th the University of Cantabria granted an
Honorary Doctorate to the director of BSC-CNS, Mateo
Valero at the proposal of the Department of Electronic and
Computer Engineering and the Faculty of Science for his
“extraordinary contributions to the field of engineering and
architecture computer, in which he has played a pioneering
role at both a national and European level. It will also
recognise his creation and fostering of supercomputer
research centres, being director of the Barcelona
Supercomputing Centre since its inception.”
Ramon Beivide (Professor of Architecture and Computer
Technology) had the honour of delivering the laudation of Mateo Valero and he extolled the “energy and time”
Valero invested to achieve his technical objectives, which has led to his personal projection and that of the group
he leads in Barcelona. But he believes that his success is due not only to his “dedication” but also his personal
traits such as his “bonhomie and good nature which he treasures”.
Mateo Valero used his speech to assert that “if an advanced country wants to generate good ideas, it needs a
proper ecosystem.” “For an environment to grow rich in opportunities, governments, companies and researchers
need to collaborate together, moving in the same direction, where the sum is greater than the parts. Only one of
these actors has to fail to ensure that the end result is not satisfactory,” he noted.
Further information here (in Spanish)

Positive results in the 1st rounds of H2020 funding
BSC has had 18 research and innovation projects accepted
for under the Horizon 2020 programme, with a combined
funding of more than 8 million Euros. The approved
projects cover research topics from smart cities to big
data, from drug design to geophysical exploration and from
safety-focussed embedded technology to high performance
computing infrastructures. Even though Horizon 2020 is
the biggest EU Research and Innovation programme up
to now, there is currently more competition for EU funding
than ever before.
Proposals presented under the programme must show that
they will perform new research into areas including ICT,
Energy, Transport, Climate and Health. They must also prove that this research will be well managed and that
the expected results have the potential achieve a significant impact on science, society and the economy.
“Our success so far in the Horizon 2020 programme can be put down to a combination of the excellent quality
of our scientists, our contacts with partners from all over Europe and our project management expertise” says
Eugene Griffiths of BSC’s Project Management Office.
Further information here
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News
BSC and Intel extend research collaboration
BSC and Intel have renewed their collaboration research agreement at
the Intel and BSC Exascale Laboratory in Barcelona until September
2017. The Intel and BSC Exascale Lab is located at the BSC and focuses
on software and extraordinary levels of parallelism which will be needed
to utilize future Intel-architecture based supercomputers. The Intel and
BSC Exascale Lab is a member of Intel’s European research network —
Intel Labs Europe.
The Exascale R&D lab will continue to develop tools for the analysis
and prediction of systems behavior on real applications. The
HPC performance tools Paraver and Dimemas and the prediction
methodologies developed at the Barcelona Supercomputing Center are
being evaluated for use on new Intel-based hardware architectures.
Further information here

The ‘Pear Campaigns’ app wins the InnovaChallenge MX
A group of five young researchers from the BSC and the Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya - BarcelonaTech - have won first prize in the
InnovaChallenge for companies, organised by BBVA. The prize has been
awarded to the PEAR Campaigns application which has been created to
help companies decide on their marketing plan.
The resulting application allows the user to choose the objective of their
campaign (retain customers or find new customers) and the area and
period in which they wish to launch it. From here, PEAR Campaigns
provides items to assess what type of advertising actions would be most
interesting to carry out (billboards, signs, mailings, etc.) according to the
characteristics of the area.
Further information here (in Spanish)

Agreement with Ascamm for the development of new materials
BSC and the Ascamm Technology Centre will work together to use
supercomputing in the industrial research and development of new
materials, manufacturing processes and products.
Both entities have signed a collaboration agreement which will initiate
in the area of modelling new processes for converting plastic, such as
micro-modelling with ultrasound.
The objective of this collaboration agreement is to mathematically model
and computationally simulate multi-physical processes that are not within the reach of current commercial
applications or which require large computing resources. Simulations will be carried out in Alya code,
developed at the BSC.
Further information here (in Spanish)
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Photo News

Renovación del convenio con el Conacyt para
realizar estancias posdoctorales en el BSC

Bringing exascale one step closer at BDEC
Barcelona

[info in Spanish]

[info]

BSC joins the new center of Excellence in Big Data
in Barcelona

2nd International BSC Doctoral Symposium 2015
[info]

[info in Spanish]
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Spotlight on...
David Carrera: “HiEST is a unique opportunity in my research career
that will allow me to build my own vision of how to optimise the
operation of the programmable Data Centres of the future”
Barcelona Supercomputing Center researcher David Carrera has been awarded
an ERC Starting Grant, one of the most prestigious grants offered by the
European Commission to study how data centres can learn how to become more
energy efficient independently. It has been estimated that servers around the world
currently consume as much energy as the whole of Italy; as such, their efficiency is
one of the main problems facing computer science today.
Carrera, who holds a PhD in Computer Science, has been awarded the grant for his
project Hi-EST: Holistic Integration of Emerging Supercomputing Technologies. In this
project, the BSC researcher and Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya-BarcelonaTech
associate professor will set out to ensure that services use the information which they themselves
generate about their activity to learn how to autoconfigure their settings and thereby achieve maximum
efficiency while consuming minimal energy.
Further information here

David Carrera

HiEST aims to improve
the state of the art in
the optimisation of
programmable Data Centres
in four specific areas:
1) the application of deep learning
techniques to make Data Centres
self-aware of their complex
performance properties;
2) development of advanced task
placement algorithms built around
self-awareness models;
3) development of techniques for
data placement in environments
equipped with programmable
active storage capabilities;
and 4) development of dynamic
infrastructure configuration
techniques based on so-called
Software-Defined Environments.
Webpage: http://hiest.bsc.es/

“Receiving a “Starting Grant” from the
European Research Council gives me
great satisfaction and motivation, since it
is the strong recognition of a research line
already initiated over the last few years,
during my post-doctoral research phase.
After your PhD, it is time to define your
personal research agenda. A decision
like this is a challenge that arouses great
excitement but also carries considerable
risks. Excitement, because it allows the
removal of the limitations imposed by
PhD studies in terms of the breadth of research that one can perform.
Fortunately, in my case, both PhD advisors (Jordi Torres and Eduard
Ayguadé) always allowed me to explore new areas of research which
I think greatly favoured my receiving this prestigious grant. But it also
carries risks since it involves more autonomy and defines the time at
which to start building your own team, and in turn struggle to fund the
ideas you have in mind. This implies that the probability of failure at
some point is high. Succeeding requires a large dose of investigating
and a vision of capability for sure, but certainly there is also a luck factor
which cannot be underestimated.
In short, HiEST is a unique opportunity in my research career that will
allow me to build my own vision of how to optimise the operation of
the programmable Data Centres of the future. It will also allow BSC to
acquire knowledge and technologies to be highly competitive in the area
of optimisation of large Data Centres and Supercomputers for the next
decade”.
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Inside BSC
BSC Newcomers
We would like to welcome staff who have joined the centre over the last few months
and we take this opportunity to inform you that we have begun distributing the
Welcome Manual to all newcomers. The electronic version of the Welcome Manual
is available for download on the intranet:
https://intranet.bsc.es/en/node/2212

JOSEP LLUIS BERRAL

JANKO STRASSBURG

IVAN NAVARRO

Postdoctoral
Researcher
Computer Science Dpt.

Prace Support
Operations Dpt.

Junior Developer
Life Sciences Dpt.

Junior Developer
CASE Dpt.

SAMUEL RODRIGUEZ

PABLO PRIETO

JAUME ESPINOSA

Junior Developer
CASE Dpt.

Postdoctoral
Researcher
Computer Sciences Dpt.

JOSEP MANEL
ANDRES

Junior Engineer
Computer Sciences Dpt.

DAVID GARCIA

System Administrator
Operations Dpt.

ANNA ESCODA
Tecnology Transfer
Manager
Management Dpt.

Winning photos in the “What’s your
view of BSC?” competition
Below is the winning photo in the second edition of
BSC’s staff photography competition, “What’s your
view of BSC?. The title of this picture is “Welcome to
Nexus II” and it was taken by Aurora Rodriguez. In
addition to this photo, the 11 photos which attracted
the highest number of votes in the competition were
used to illustrate the 2015 BSC calendar. Many
thanks to all participants!
You can see all selected pictures here.

MIREIA
CASANOVAS
Research Assistant
Institutional Dpt.

FELLOWSHIPS

JELISA IGLESIAS
Predoctoral Researcher
Life Sciences Dpt.

EMILIO CASTILLO
Predoctoral
Researcher
Computer Sciences Dpt.

JORDI CARDONA

HUGO PEREZ

Undergraduate Student
Life Sciences Dpt.

PhD Student
Computer Sciences Dpt.

CRISTIAN GARCIA

JOSEP CUGAT

SERGI ALCAIDE

Undergraduate Student
Life Sciences Dpt.

Undergraduate
Student
Computer Sciences Dpt.

Undergraduate
Student
Life Sciences Dpt.

PAUL CAHENY

PhD Student
Computer Sciences Dpt.

SIMON CARRIGNON
PhD Student
CASE Dpt.

MARIA COTO
PhD Student
CASE Dpt.

Did you know...
where the health and
safety mailbox is?
If you spot any situation or condition that
you consider could be a workplace risk, you
must inform the Human Resources
department.You can find the Health and Safety
Mailbox in the Personnel Corner on the Intranet

https://intranet.bsc.es/en/node/2112

SERGIO NATAN
GONZALEZ

ALEXANDRO
CASTELLANO

Postdoctoral CONACYT
Earth Sciences Dpt.

Postdoctoral CONACYT
Computer Sciences Dpt.

FRANCISCO J. DOBLAS
Earth Sciences Director
Earth Sciences Dpt.

Job Vacancies

ISRAEL TABAREZ
Postdoctoral CONACYT
Computer Sciences Dpt.

Until now and from December 2009, Dr. Doblas has worked
as ICREA Research Professor at Institut Català de Ciències
del Clima, as Head of the Climate Forecasting Unit. From
March 2000 to November 2009 he worked at the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF,
Reading, UK) as a Research Scientist. His main research
interests are climate variability, modelling and prediction for
the development of climate services on time scales ranging
from one month to several years.
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If you know someone who wants to join
the BSC team, he/she can submit a
CV to one of our current vacancies or
fellowships’ calls:
www.bsc.es/vacancies-fellowships
For further information contact
rrhh@bsc.es.
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